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Choose The Correct Option: 

1. “Ow!” says the guest, “The cat stuck his _____ into me!” 

 a) paws  b) claws  c) fists  d) legs 

2. The angry guest would like to _______ the cat out of the window. 

 a) throw  b) fling  c) kick  d) all of the above 

3. The angry guest affects to be very much   

 a) amused  b) annoyed c) unhappy  d) upset 

4. The guest hands down the cat a bit of   

a) fish  b) meat  c) fruit  d) vegetable 

5. When the cat rakes the guest, the delighted family remarks that the cat is 

 a) sweet  b) intelligent c) both  d) neither 

6. The cat receives the food handed to him by the guest  

 a) gratefully b) gingerly  c) noisily  d) carelessly 

7. After tea, the cat saunters down his own 

 a) courtyard b) backyard c) front yard  d) shipyard 

8. The cat skips to the roof of an empty  

 a) room  b) shed  c) garage  d) cottage 

9. Exiled in a new land, the cat would have to learn new  

 a) geography b) language c) manners  d) culture 



10. True life of adventure for a cat begins in the  

 a) day  b) afternoon c) evening  d) night 

11. The movement of the cat is now likened to that of a   

 a) lion  b) panther  c) cat   d) tiger 

12. From the top of the shed the cat gives a call to his   

 a) foes  b) masters  c) kindred  d) all of the above 

13. In the dark, the meek cat turns into a grim 

 a) fighter  b) spectator c) creature  d) hunter 

14. The cat has many enemies that include 

 a) small boys b) dogs  c) both  d) neither 

15. Cats have more adventure than even the knights of King  

a) Richard  b) George  c) Henry  d) Arthur 
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